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Certified: FM / CSA 

2108N4200N Hydrocarbon calibration, with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade Zellweger Analytics 
2108N4200H Hydrocarbon calibration, with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade, HART output 
2108N4210N Hydrocarbon calibration, with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade, including remote gassing cell 
2108N4210H Hydrocarbon calibration, with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade, HART output, inc remote gas cell 
2108N5200N Hydrocarbon calibration, for use in remote sampling systems complete with flow housing 
2108N5200H Hydrocarbon calibration, for use in remote sampling systems complete with flow housing, HART output 

                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                                    

Ordering Details

ATEX/IECEx

2108N4000N Hydrocarbon calibration, with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/ heat shade 
2108N4000H Hydrocarbon calibration, with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade, HART output 
2108N4001N Ethylene calibration, with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade 
2108N4001H Ethylene calibration, with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade, HART output 
2108N4010N Hydrocarbon calibration, with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade, including remote gassing cell 
2108N4010H Hydrocarbon calibration, with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade, HART output, inc remote gas cell 
2108N4011N Ethylene calibration with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade, including remote gassing cell 
2108N4011H Ethylene calibration with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade, HART output,inc remote gassing cell 
2108N5000N Hydrocarbon calibration, for use in remote sampling systems complete with flow housing 
2108N5000H Hydrocarbon calibration, for use in remote sampling systems complete with flow housing, HART output 
2108N5001N Ethylene calibration, for use in remote sampling systems complete with flow housing 
2108N5001H Ethylene calibration, for use in remote sampling systems complete with flow housing, HART output 
2108N5010N Hydrocarbon calibration, for use in remote sampling systems complete with flow housing 
2108N5010H Hydrocarbon calibration, for use in remote sampling systems complete with flow housing, Hart output 
2108B2021N Hydrocarbon calibration, for use in remote sampling systems complete with flow housing 
2108B2021H Hydrocarbon calibration, for use in remote sampling systems complete with flow housing, Hart output 
2108N5002N Hydrocarbon calibration, for use in remote sampling systems complete with flow housing 
2108N5002H Hydrocarbon calibration, for use in remote sampling systems complete with flow housing, Hart output

Certified: UL / Inmetro

2108N4100N Hydrocarbon calibration, with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade 
2108N4100H Hydrocarbon calibration, with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade, HART output 
2108N4101N Ethylene calibration, with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade 
2108N4101H Ethylene calibration, with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade, HART output 
2108N4110N Hydrocarbon calibration, with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade, including remote gassing cell 
2108N4110H Hydrocarbon calibration, with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade, HART output, inc remote gas cell 
2108N4111N Ethylene calibration with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade, including remote gassing cell 
2108N4111H Ethylene calibration with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade, HART output, inc remote gassing cell 
2108N5100N Hydrocarbon calibration, for use in remote sampling systems complete with flow housing 
2108N5100H Hydrocarbon calibration, for use in remote sampling systems complete with flow housing, HART output 
2108N5101N Ethylene calibration, for use in remote sampling systems complete with flow housing 
2108N5101H Ethylene calibration, for use in remote sampling systems complete with flow housing, HART output 
2108N5110N Hydrocarbon calibration, with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade, including remote gassing cell 
2108N5110H Hydrocarbon calibration, for use in remote sampling systems complete with flow housing, HART output 
2108B2023N Hydrocarbon calibration, with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade, including remote gassing cell 
2108B2023H Hydrocarbon calibration, for use in remote sampling systems complete with flow housing, HART output 
2108N5102N Hydrocarbon calibration, with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade, including remote gassing cell 
2108N5102H Hydrocarbon calibration, for use in remote sampling systems complete with flow housing, HART output
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Certified: Marine (MED)

                                                                                   

2108N4400N Hydrocarbon calibration, with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade 
2108N4400H Hydrocarbon calibration, with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade, HART output 
2108N4401N Ethylene calibration, with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade 
2108N4401H Ethylene calibration, with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade, HART output 
2108N4410N Hydrocarbon calibration, with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade, including remote gassing cell 
2108N4410H Hydrocarbon calibration, with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade, HART output, inc remote gas cell 
2108N4411N Ethylene calibration with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade, including remote gassing cell 
2108N4411H Ethylene calibration with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade, HART output, inc remote gas cell 
2108N5400N Hydrocarbon calibration, for use in remote sampling systems complete with flow housing 
2108N5400H Hydrocarbon calibration, for use in remote sampling systems complete with flow housing, HART output 
2108N5401N Ethylene calibration, for use in remote sampling systems complete with flow housing 
2108N5401H Ethylene calibration, for use in remote sampling systems complete with flow housing, HART output 
2108N5410N Hydrocarbon calibration, for use in remote sampling systems complete with flow housing 
2108N5410H Hydrocarbon calibration, for use in remote sampling systems complete with flow housing, HART output 

Certified: CCCF (Chinese)

2108N4600N Hydrocarbon calibration, with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade 
2108N4600H Hydrocarbon calibration, with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade, HART output 
2108N4601N Ethylene calibration, with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade 
2108N4601H Ethylene calibration, with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade, HART output 
2108N4610N Hydrocarbon calibration, with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade, inc remote gassing cell 
2108N4610H Hydrocarbon calibration, with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade, HART output, inc remote gas cell 
2108N4611N Ethylene calibration with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade, including remote gassing cell 
2108N4611H Ethylene calibration with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade, HART output, inc remote gassing cell 
2108N5600N Hydrocarbon calibration, for use in remote sampling systems complete with flow housing 
2108N5600H Hydrocarbon calibration, for use in remote sampling systems complete with flow housing, HART output 
2108N5601N Ethylene calibration, for use in remote sampling systems complete with flow housing 
2108N5601H Ethylene calibration, for use in remote sampling systems complete with flow housing, HART output 

Certified: CU-TR Ex (Eurasian) – XTC Version 

2108N4800N Hydrocarbon calibration, with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade 
2108N4800H Hydrocarbon calibration, with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade, HART output 
2108N4801N Ethylene calibration, with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade 
2108N4801H Ethylene calibration, with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade, HART output 
2108N4810N Hydrocarbon calibration, with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade, including remote gassing cell 
2108N4810H Hydrocarbon calibration, with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade, HART output, inc remote gas cell 
2108N4811N Ethylene calibration with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade, including remote gassing cell 
2108N4811H Ethylene calibration with dust barrier, weather housing, deluge/heat shade, HART output, inc remote gassing cell 
2108N5800N Hydrocarbon calibration, for use in remote sampling systems complete with flow housing 
2108N5800H Hydrocarbon calibration, for use in remote sampling systems complete with flow housing, HART output 
2108N5801N Ethylene calibration, for use in remote sampling systems complete with flow housing 
2108N5801H Ethylene calibration, for use in remote sampling systems complete with flow housing, HART output 
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Accessories 

2108B0259 Dust Barrier 
2108B0276 Weather housing labyrinth 
2108B0280 Storm Baffle (ATEX)
2108B0282 Flow Housing 
2108D0258 Gassing Cover (used for calibration)
2108D0272 Calibration Cap 
2108D0275 Deluge / Heat Shade 
2104B2381 DX100i XP Termination Unit UL with IS barrier 
2104B2382 DX100M XP Termination Unit UL with ModBus capability 
2104B6211 DVC100i MK2 Termination Unit ATEX 
2104B6212 DVC100M MK2 Termination Unit ATEX with ModBus capability 
2104B6205 DVC100i Termination Unit SAA 
2104B6206 DVC100M Termination Unit SAA with ModBus capability 
04230-A-1001 Hand Held Interrogator ATEX Certified (4V0 software)
2104B2351 Hand Held Interrogator UL Certified (4V0 software)
2104B2354 Hand Held Interrogator CSA Certified (4V1 software)
04230-A-1010 Hand Held Interrogator SAA Certified (4V0 software)
2108B1455 Hand Held EEPROM upgrade (4V0)
04230-A-1025 SHC protection device module and lead must be used handheld interrogator (SHC-1)
2104B6250 SHC Calibrator Connector System 10m 
2441-0022 UL/CSA Aluminium Junction Box Assembly (for remote mount of MPD sensors)
00780-A-0100 Honeywell Junction Box- Bartec OTB122 With Continuity Plate 1 X 25mm – 3 X 20mm Entries – ATEX Approved 
04200-A-1040 Optima Junction Box Adaptor Plate 
2442-0016 US Duct Mount Kit UL Version ONLY. 
04200-A-1015 Duct Mount Kit ATEX Version order Optima Plus and 00780-A-0100 Bartec junction box separately 
2104B0349 Duct Mount Kit  ATEX Version and DVC100 MK2 Termination Unit

Spares

2108B2001N Hydrocarbon Searchpoint Optima Plus, ATEX
2108B2001H Hydrocarbon Searchpoint Optima Plus HART, ATEX
2108B2003N Ethylene Searchpoint Optima Plus, ATEX
2108B2003H Ethylene Searchpoint Optima Plus HART, ATEX
2108B2101N Hydrocarbon Searchpoint Optima Plus, UL/Inmetro
2108B2101H Hydrocarbon Searchpoint Optima Plus HART, UL/Inmetro
2108B2103N Ethylene Searchpoint Optima Plus, UL/Inmetro
2108B2103H Ethylene Searchpoint Optima Plus HART, UL/Inmetro
2108B2201N Hydrocarbon Searchpoint Optima Plus, FM/CSA
2108B2201H Hydrocarbon Searchpoint Optima Plus HART, FM/CSA
2108B2031N Hydrocarbon Searchpoint Optima Plus, CCCF (Chinese)
2108B2031H Hydrocarbon Searchpoint Optima Plus HART, CCCF (Chinese)
2108B2033N Ethylene Searchpoint Optima Plus, CCCF (Chinese)
2108B2033H Ethylene Searchpoint Optima Plus HART, CCCF (Chinese)
2108B2041N Hydrocarbon Searchpoint Optima Plus, GOST-R
2108B2041H Hydrocarbon Searchpoint Optima Plus HART, GOST-R
2108B2043N Ethylene Searchpoint Optima Plus, GOST-R
2108B2043H Ethylene Searchpoint Optima Plus HART, GOST-R
2108B2051N Hydrocarbon Searchpoint Optima Plus, Marine (MED)
2108B2051H Hydrocarbon Searchpoint Optima Plus HART, Marine (MED)
2108B2053N Ethylene Searchpoint Optima Plus, Marine (MED)
2108B2053H Ethylene Searchpoint Optima Plus HART, Marine (MED)
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